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Pays : Côte d’Ivoire Année : 2014 Session : Anglais  

Série : BAC, séries A1-A2 Durée : 3 h Coefficient : 4-2 

 

40% 

 

Read the text below and do the tasks that follow. 

 

Tribute to a world hero 

 

At his trial in 1964, Nelson Mandela closed his statement from the dock
1
 saying, "I have 

fought against white domination, and I have fought against black domination. I have cherished the 

ideal of a democratic and free society in which all persons live together in harmony and with equal 

opportunities. It is an ideal which I hope to live for and to achieve. But if needs be, it is an ideal for  

which I am prepared to die." 

And Nelson Mandela lived for that ideal, and he made it real. He achieved more than could  

be expected of any man. Today, he has gone home. And we have lost one of the most influential, 

courageous, and profoundly good human beings that any of us will share time with on this Earth. He 

no longer belongs to us - he belongs to the ages. 

 Through his fierce dignity and unbending will to sacrifice his own freedom for the freedom  

of others, Madiba transformed South Africa - and moved all of us. His journey from a prisoner to a 

President embodied the promise that human beings - and countries - can change for the better. His 

commitment to transfer power and reconcile with those who jailed him set an example that all 

humanity should aspire to, whether in the lives of nations or our own personal lives. And the fact  

that he did it all with grace and humor, and an ability to acknowledge his own imperfections, only 

makes the man more remarkable. As he once said, "I am not a saint, unless you think of a saint as a 

sinner
2
 who keeps on trying." 

I am one of the countless millions who drew inspiration from Nelson Mandela's life. My  

very first political action, the first thing I ever did that involved an issue, or a policy or politics, was 

a protest against apartheid. I studied his words and his writings. The day that he was released from 

prison gave me a sense of what human beings can do, when they're guided by their hopes and not  

by their fears. And like so many around the globe, 1 cannot fully imagine my own life without the 

example that Nelson Mandela set, and so long as I live, I will do what I can to learn from him. 

To Graça Machel and his family, the Us people, Michelle and I extend our deepest sympathy 

and gratitude for sharing this extraordinary man with us. His life's work meant long days away from 

those who loved him the most. And I only hope that the time spent with him these last few weeks 

brought peace and comfort to his family. 

To the people of South Africa, we draw strength from the example of renewal, and 

reconciliation, and resilience that you made real. A free South Africa at peace with itself- that's an 

example to the world, and that's Madiba's legacy to the nation he loved. 

 

Source: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/article 2519072/Nelson-Mandela-dead-World-leaders-react. 

 

Notes: dock
1
 : le box des accusés ; a sinner

2
 : un pécheur (religion). 
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A Vocabulary 

Match the words in column A with their meanings or synonyms in column B according to the 

text. There are more options in column B than in column A. Write your answers like in the 

example. Example: 10-c 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B Comprehension questions 

 

Give short answers to the questions according to the text. (2 lines, maximum) 
 

1. Was Mandela's fight against white domination only? Justify your answer. 

2. On what occasion do you think this speech was delivered? How do you know? 

3. How does Mandela define true democracy? 

4. What does the speaker mean by "... he has gone home." (L. 7)? 

5. According to the speaker, what example did Mandela set for humanity? 

6. How did the speaker draw inspiration from Mandela's life? 

7. To what extent did Mandela sacrifice his life for his people? 

8. What was Nelson Mandela guided by in his struggle, according to the speaker? 

9. What does the speaker admire the people of South Africa for? 

10. Who gave this speech? How do you know? 
 

 

          40% 
 

Do one of the two tasks below. (25 lines) 

 

Task A 

Your English Club Magazine is organizing an essay writing competition on the following topic: 

"Write an article about your hero or someone who impressed you personally."  

In your article, you should: 

- specify who your hero is; 

- describe some of his actions and qualities that you admire; 

- say why you admire him or her so much. 

A 

1. tribute (title) 

2. cherished (L. 2) 

3. achieve (L. 4) 

4. unbending (L. 10) 

5. embodied (L. 12) 

6. commitment (L. 13) 

7. jailed (L. 13) 

8. countless (L. 18) 

9. released (L. 20) 

10.resilience (L. 29) 

11.legacy (L. 30) 

 

B 

a. liberated 

b. heritage 

c. ability to resist ill-treatment or 

difficulties 

d. homage 

e. very strong, inflexible 

f. showed, demonstrated 

g. engagement 

h. innumerable, numberless 

i. put in prison 

j. aspired, desired strongly 

k. reach, accomplish 

1. suffering 

PART TWO: WRITING 

COMPREHENSION CHECK 
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Task B 

It's the "English Club's Day." On this occasion, an Ambassador of an English speaking country has been 

invited to your school. As the chairperson of your English Club, prepare your speech for the ceremony. 

 

 

       20% 

 

A  Choose the correct forms of the words in brackets to complete the text below. 

Write your answers like in the example. Example: 10-taken 

 

In many African cities, people are used to living in insalubrity. Abidjan, the capital city of Côte 

d'Ivoire, is not an exception (1. of/to/from) the rule. In that city called the 'Pearl of the Lagoons', it is 

common practice to see people (2. urinating/urinate/to urinate) in the open. Although such 

behaviour is (3. regrettable/regretful/regretting), the blame should not be put only (4. on/over/to) 

people who pass water in the open. Local authorities are to be blamed, (5. with/too/either). 

 

In fact the prodigious development of Abidjan is not accompanied (6. to/with/for) required 

facilities such as public toilets and other sanitation equipment. As a result, the populations prefer (7. 

satisfying/to satisfy/satisfied) any nature's call in the open rather than to face the risk of public 

humiliation due to a sudden failure of their retention capacities. Apart (8. Of/from/off) the pollution 

generated by human wastes, there is also the nuisance caused (9. from/by/to) the proliferation of 

informal commercial activities by the sides of a number of busy streets. 

 

Immediate and rigorous actions need to be (10. took/taken/taking) to make Abidjan a real 

pearl of the Lagoons. The District of Abidjan (11. would rather/would better/had better) make the 

construction of public toilets the number one priority of their annual action plan. 

 

B  Choose the right answer to fill in the gaps in the dialogues. Write your answers like in the 

example. Example: 11-c 

1. A: Who's that woman over there? 

B: That's the woman (...) daughter got married to a banker. 

  a) who  b) which  c) whom   d) whose 

2. A: Did she see the doctor? 

B: No. She couldn't see him. (...) knew where the doctor was.   

  a) somebody b) nobody  c) anybody   d) everybody 

3. A: Where did you find the boy? 

B: In the house. He was sitting (...) in a corner of the bathroom. 

a) by himself b) himself  c) at himself   d) with himself 

4. A: It's 10:30 and John hasn't come yet. 

B: He (...) he had an appointaient today. 

  a) forget  b) must forget  c) may have forgotten  d) may forget 

PART THREE: LANGUAGE IN USE 
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5. A: You knew Dad was coming today, (...)? 

 a) did you  b) don 't you  c) was he   d) didn't you 

 B: Yes, but he told me not to tell anyone. 

 

6. A: What was your Mum doing when the rain started? 

B: She was at the hairdresser's. She was having her hair (...). 

 a) done  b) doing  c) to do   d) do 

7. A: Hi, Fred. It's one hour since Boby (...) my office. Has he arrived home yet? 

  a) has left  b) had left  c) left    d) leave 

B: No, he hasn't. I’d better give him a call now. 

8 A: We've got a new English teacher. She's (...) teacher I have ever had. 

  a) a best  b) the better  c) the best   d) a better 

B: Really? What's her name? 

9. A: Her name is Liz and she's very pretty. 

B: (...) was our former Maths teacher? 

A: Yes! You’ll see her on Monday. 

 a) Pretty than b) Prettier than c) Prettiest than  d) More pretty than 

10. A: Did you expect Sally (...) to your birthday party? 

  a) coming  b) came  c) to come   d) will come 

B: Not at all! That was a nice surprise! 
 

11. A: Tom was not available. What about Ted? 

 B: (...) was he. 

 a) nor  b) never  c) neither   d) not 
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Pays : Côte d’Ivoire Année : 2015 Session : Anglais  

Série : BAC, séries A1-A2 Durée : 3 h Coefficient : 4-2 

 

40% 

 

Read the text below and do the tasks that follow. 

 

Violence in Schools: A Worldwide Affair 

 

Violence in schools is a worldwide problem: it exists in rich and poor countries alike. It's 

chiefly a male phenomenon, hitting a peak
1
 when boys turn 16 years old in some countries, and 13 in 

others. Experts agree at least on one point: this violence cannot be pinned to a single cause. Instead, 

they point to complex patterns linked to family situations, socio-economic conditions and teaching 

methods. 

But these are just indicators and do not justify any deterministic explanations. 

When researchers say that 10 to 20 percent of risk factors are linked to single-parent families, this 

suggests that 80 to 90 percent of such families are not the source of any violence. Likewise, a child 

from a black slum area with a teenage mother or a father in jail will not automatically be violent! 

Likewise, experts say there is a "hard core
2
" of violent children about five percent of the total. But in 

comparing several schools in similar problem French neighbourhoods
3
, I’ve found that this figure 

can vary between one and 11 percent. The school itself can be an aggravating factor, through high 

staff turnover or "ghetto classes" to which poorly-performing students are relegated. These "hard 

core" groups, then, cannot be deemed "inalterable". On the contrary, something can be done about 

them. 

Should they simply be expelled, as some advocate? Such a measure would only make their 

segregation and sense of exclusion worse. And they are, after all, at the root of the whole problem. 

The solution lies partly in developing customized projects, but most importantly, in strengthening 

economic and social participation. 

To put an end to school violence, we need a well-established state with the means to 

compensate for inequalities, a state that tries to re-establish diversity in neighbourhoods and schools, 

one that does not give up on the notion of justice for children, as some are demanding. 

We should also try to lift schools out of their fortresses, so they do not become the symbol of 

a society that excludes people. Projects in the Netherlands, Brazil and the United States have shown 

that schools can be vibrant places that provide social, medical and cultural services to a 

neighbourhood. 

In the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais, for example, there is a vocational school where elderly 

craftsmen teach their skills to teenagers. Such contact between generations can offer a very social 

education. 'It takes a village to educate a child,' goes an African proverb. Let's make an effort to  

seek out these opportunities, even in the most heartless
4
 cities. 

Adapted from the UNESCO Courier, April 2001. 

 

Notes : 1 hitting a peak = atteignant son paroxisme ; 2 hard core = le noyau dur ;  

3 neighbourhoods = banlieues ; 4 heartless = dangereuses, impitoyables. 

PART ONE: READING 
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A Vocabulary 

 

Match the words or phrases in column (A) with their meanings or synonyms in column (B) according 

to the text. There are more options in column (B) than in column (A). Write your answers like in the 

example. Example: 1. male phenomenon = a. something concerning boys only 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B Comprehension questions 

 

Decide whether the statements below are true or false according to the text. Write (T) for True and 

(F) for False. Then, give the line(s) of the text to justify your choice. Example: 1-F (L. 2) 

 

1. Violence in schools concerns both boys and girls. 

2. Boys aged from 13 to 19 years are the most violent at schools. 

3. For experts, violence in schools has only one source. 

4. It is very easy to explain the phenomenon of violence in schools. 

5. Children's family situations are the only cause of violence in schools. 

6. If a child comes from an unstable family, he automatically becomes violent at school. 

7. By separating bad students from good students, school can aggravate violence among students. 

8. To reduce violence in schools, violent students should be expelled. 

9. To end violence in schools, students should be involved in economic and social projects. 

10.Violence in schools is the result of social inequality and injustice. 

11.If old craftsmen teach their skills to students, they will have a good social education. 

 

 

(A) 

1. male phenomenon (L. 2) 

2. pinned (L. 3) 

3. Likewise (L. 8) 

4. slum area (L. 9) 

5. turnover (L. 13) 

6. deemed (L. 14) 

7. expelled (L. 16) 

8. give up on (L. 22) 

9. craftsmen (L. 28) 

10. teenagers (L. 28) 

11. seek out (L. 30) 

(B) 

a. something concerning boys only 

b. change, renewal 

c. look for 

d. young people aged from 13 to 19 

e. In addition 

f. considered 

g. sacked, sent out 

h. abandon 

i. attributed 

j. global 

k. artisans 

l. ghetto 

COMPREHENSION CHECK 
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      20% 
 

Choose the right word or expression from (a, b, c, d) to fill in the gaps in the sentences 

below. Write your answers like in the example. Example: 11-b 

 

1. It's easy for two people to communicate with (...) on the Internet. 

a) themselves b) one another c) each other d) the other 

 

2. What happens (...) often is that people forget to protect themselves. 

a) more b) the most c) mostly d) most 

 

3. You must get lots of information about AIDS, (...) you can catch it. 

a) unless b) but c) because d) otherwise 

 

4. People find (...) easier to use condoms than to observe abstinence. 

a) that b) the c) it d) this 

 

5. There were four times (...) victims as in the last plane crash. 

a) fewer b) as many c) more d) less 

 

6. Our teachers always do (...) to help us succeed at school. 

a) the best b) the better c) their best d) better 

 

7. If students go on behaving this way, (...) many of them will be dismissed. 

a) sooner or later b) soon or late c) early or late d) the soonest or latest 

 

8. You have absolutely no idea of (...) could happen to you if you dare go there at this time. 

a) what b) which c) that d) it 

 

9. Our mother advised (...) to be careful as we were about to leave. 

a) we b) ourselves c) our d) us 

 

10. She (...) more opportunities if she had stayed on in the United States. 

a) would have b) could have had      c) will have had d) has had 

 

11. "You (...) go and see a doctor as soon as possible", he warned her. 

a) would rather b) had better c) could d) can 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART TWO: LANGUAGE USE 
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 40% 

 

Do one of the two tasks below. (25 lines) 

 

Task A 

 

Your Australian pen-friend asked you the following questions in his/her last letter: 

- How was violence introduced into your schools and universities? 

- What are the authorities doing to solve the problem of violence in schools in your country? 

- Don 't you think violence in schools can min your future? 

 

Write the reply to his/her letter. 

 

 

Task B 

 

“The use of violent methods by students in claiming their rights does not only delay their 

education; above all, it ruins the future of the whole society."  

Do you agree or disagree with that statement? Give reasons and examples to explain your 

point of view. Specify how student Unions should fight for their rights without using 

violence. 

PART THREE: WRITING 
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Pays : Côte d’Ivoire Année : 2016 Session : Anglais LV1 

Série : BAC, séries A1-A2 Durée : 3 h Coefficient : 4-2 

 

PART ONE: READING 40% 

 

Read the text below and do the tasks that follow. 

Parents and Their Children's Education 

In our opinion, the training or education of children is the primary responsibility of parents. 

Consequently, if teachers or school authorities are trying to shoulder part of the assigned 

responsibility, then it would be wrong for parents to entrust
1
 the whole burden to them. 

Many of us parents think that so long as we pay Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) dues,  

that alone is enough, and we care less about how our children are faring in school, both  

academically and otherwise. Even when we want to be generous, we delegate the responsibility of 

attending a PTA meeting to the child's senior sibling. 

It is true that economic pressures take away the energies of parents, but it is also true that the 

children are the most precious among all that God has given us. Thus, parents must invest time, 

energy and money in their wclfare
2
 and development. Obviously, we cannot sacrifice the well-being 

of our children on the altar
3
 of material gains. Reason? It would do us good if the children acquired 

moral and spiritual growth to enable them to lead sound life. They also acquire the right skills that 

would enable them to get well-paid jobs that would see them through life; and if it does not happen 

that way, then we have greatly disappointed them. 

We know that the effect of peer pressure on children is intimidating, and so, it is important  

for parents to visit the schools to study the environment and spend some quality time with them, and 

advise them appropriately. Undeniably, if parents neglect their responsibilities, the friends of their 

children will discharge them in the negative way. Parents should bear in mind that the problems 

resulting from the negative influences from the peers and media are real. Any parent who neglects  

the necessity of protecting their children from those influences is making a sad mistake. 

Besides, the children are expected to become leaders of our society in the future, and parents 

cannot gloss over their bounden duty
4
 towards their children, when they are being given a helping 

hand by school authorities and teachers. 

Adapted from the Editorial of the Ghanaian newspaper, 

The Daily Graphic, Issue of Tuesday, 10
th

 August 2004, p. 7. 

Notes: 

1- to entrust : confier ; 2- welfare : bien-être ; 3-altar : autel ; 4-bounden duty : devoir impérieux. 
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COMPREHENSION CHECK 

 

A- VOCABULARY 

Match the words or phrases in column (A) with their meanings or synonyms in column (B) according 

to the text. There are more options in column (B) than in column (A).  

Write your answers like in the example. Example: 11. gloss over = j. minimize, neglect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B- COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 

Decide which of the statements are true or false according to the text. Write (T) for True and (F) for 

False. Then, give the line(s) of the text to justify your answers. Example: 1-T (L. 1, 2) 

 

1 Children's education is the first responsibility of parents. 

2 Parents do not participate financially in PTA activities. 

3 The author himself is a parent. 

4 Some parents do not attend PTA meetings. 

5 Parents must show more interest in their children's education. 

6 Moral and spiritual growth enables children to have good jobs in the future. 

7 In schools, children's friends advise them appropriately. 

8 Children's friends have no influence on their behaviour. 

9 At school, children are not influenced by their peers and the media. 

10 It is only the media that have a negative influence on children. 

11 Teachers and school authorities are just helping parents in their duty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(A) 

1. shoulder (L. 2) 

2. burden (L. 3) 

3. dues (L. 4) 

4. faring (L. 5) 

5. sibling (L. 7) 

6. growth (L. 12) 

7. enable (L. 12) 

8. well-paid (L. 13) 

9. peer (L. 15) 

10. bear in mind (L. 18) 

11. gloss over (L. 22) 

(B) 

a. age group, friends 

b. development, maturity 

c. brother or sister 

d. permit, allow, help 

e. load, responsibility 

f. doing, getting on 

g. suffering 

h. gainful 

i. fees, sums of money to be paid 

j. minimize, neglect 

k. assume 

l. not forget 
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PART TWO: LANGUAGE USE 20% 

 

Choose the most suitable word or expression from the list (a-d) to fill in the spaces between brackets 

of each line of the text. Write your answers like in the example. Example: 1-a 

1. "Every job (...) a job." 

(a). is   (b). are    (c). have   (d). has 

2. The adepts of this saying (...) 

(a). have absolute right (b). are absolutely right  (c). have reason (d). are reason 

3. (...) with them completely. 

(a). am agreed  (b). am agreeing  (c). agree  (d). have agreed 

4. (...) I did not get far in education, 

(a). Despite  (b). Although   (c). However  (d). In spite of 

5. I (...) able to take care of myself and my family up to now. 

(a). was   (b). am    (c). have been  (d). had been 

6. In fact, I dropped (...) primary school very early; 

(a). out   (b). at    (c). out of  (d). from 

7. but thanks (...) menial jobs here and there, 

(a). for   (b). to     (c). at   (d). from 

8. I don't have (...) problems to worry about. 

(a). no   (b). none   (c). some  (d). any 

9. I would have died by now (...) for these menial jobs. 

(a). had it not been (b). it had not been  (c). wasn't it  (d). was it not 

10. My fellow drop-outs, you'd (...) something to survive; 

(a). better do  (b). better to do  (c). rather do  (d). rather to do 

11. because nobody knows (...) will happen tomorrow! 

(a). when   (b). which   (c). how  (d). what 

 

PART THREE: WRITING 40% 

 

Do one of the two tasks below. (25 lines) 

Task A 

For the celebration of “THE AFRICAN CHILDREN'S WEEK”, The Daily News, a Nigerian 

newspaper, has invited francophone secondary school students to contribute ideas about "The Best 

Policy To Educate Children in Africa". Write a letter to the Editor of The Daily News, to give your 

contribution on the topic. The following ideas may be useful: 

- too much freedom given to children; 

- need to balance traditional and modern education; 

- African values should be taught at school; 

- make the teaching of local languages compulsory; 

- regulate TV programmes and Internet cybercafés; 

- make Civics compulsory at the national exams. 

Task B 

People usually blame parents for their children's misbehaviour and failure at school. Do you agree 

with them? Give your opinion in an article to be published in your English Club Magazine. 
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Pays : Côte d’Ivoire Année : 2016 Session : Anglais LV2 

Série : BAC, séries A2 Durée : 3 h Coefficient : 2 

 

PART ONE : READING 40% 

 

Read the text below and do the tasks that follow. 

New Controls on US Borders 

America has long welcomed newcomers from foreign lands: Middle Eastern refugees, Latin 

American job seekers, Canadian shoppers, Asian students or European tourists. They come to take 

advantage of the country’s largesse - its political, financial and social opportunities - and they come 

in very large numbers. Last year the United States issued 7 million visas to foreigners but that’s only 

a traction of the estimated 500 million people who enter and leave the United States every year. 

Given such a vast number of visitors, it’s perhaps not surprising that the Immigration and 

Naturalization Service (INS) focuses much of its attention on simply moving people through the 

doors. INS inspectors, for example, are required to vet ail passengers on international flights within 

45 minutes of arrival (an efficiency they don’t always achieve). 

Many visitors do not need visas at all: they’re from friendly countries, members of a 29 nation 

Visa Waiver Program, and can virtually come and go as they please, breezing through checkpoints 

with a passport and a smile. 

But America’s complacent attitude
1
 has changed. The USA immigration System and Washington 

are now taking steps to patch the gaping security holes up. 

Since the disaster, Immigration, Customs and Border authorities have been on a state of high alert 

at America’s 301 ports of entry - airports, seaports and land crossings. Passengers arriving on the 

shores of liberty are now greeted by National Guard troops bearing rifles and meticulous baggage 

inspectors wearing surgical gloves. 

Foreigners who want to take up residence in the United States - from students and tech workers  

to bedraggled
2
 refugees  find themselves asking the question that never would have occurred to 

them before September 11: is the United States closing its gates? 

No, but while the U.S. gates will stay open to the world, that opening won’t be quite as wide.  

“We welcome legal immigrants”, Bush said “but we don’t welcome people who come to hurt 

Americans”.  

America, a nation of immigrants, prides itself on its ethnic diversity and its magnetic attraction to 

those looking for a better life. But as Jim Zogby says, “The bastards who took advantage of 

American freedom to murder Americans have done grave damage (to the ideal)”. 

Adapted from “Special Report” by Richard Erasberger Jr., Newsweek, 12 Nov. 2001, p. 51-52. 

 

Notes: 
complacent attitude   — attitude de suffisance   ;   bedraggled   = trempés et débraillés. 
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COMPREHENSION CHECK 

A. Match the words in box (A) with their definitions or meanings in box (B) according to the 

text. Write your answers like this: 10. occurred to  — d. come to their minds 

 

(A)  (B) 

1. Borders (title) 

2. largesse (line 3) 

3. issued ( line 4) 

4. vet(line 8) 

5. breezing through ( line 11) 

6. patch up (line 14) 

7. greeted (line 17) 

8. shores (line 17) 

9. rifles (line 17) 

10. occurred to (line 20) 

11. prides itself on (line 25) 

 a. welcome 

b. long guns 

c. passing easily 

d. come to their minds 

e. is satisfied about 

f. examine closely and critically 

g. gave, granted 

h. frontiers, boundaries 

i. mend, repair 

j. generosity 

k. coasts 

 

B. Read the text and give short answers to these questions. (1-2 lines) 

1 What do people go to America for? 

2 Where do most people who go to the U.S. come from? 

3 How many people were supposed to cross the U.S. borders every year? 

4 Why do INS inspectors fail in vetting ail passengers in 45 minutes? 

5 Who do not need visas to go to the U.S.? 

6 What indicates changes in the American immigration offices? 

7 How arc newcomers treated by Customs and Border authorities? Why? 

8 How do people who want to live in the U.S. feel in front of the INS inspectors? 

9 Why has America hardened its immigration laws, according to President Bush? 

10 What was America proud of before September 11? 

 

PART TWO: LANGUAGE USE 20% 

 

Fill in the gaps with the appropriate word from the box. Some words can be used more than 

once. Write down your answers like this: 1 - do 

 on - known - to - because - do - of - for - with - whom - out  

The charity and non-governmental organisations in Nigeria could (1) ... more for the homeless 

kids. In France, the US, Britain and other industrialised nations faced (2) ... even bigger problems of 

homelessness, such groups play major role in the desperate search (3) ... a solution. Every day in 

Paris, France, Restaurants de Coeur, a charitable group, gives (4) ... soup, bread, cheese and biscuits 

(5) ... hundreds of homeless people in several locations in the city. A dozen other groups provide 

temporary shelter (6) ... the country’s estimated 25,000 homeless people, half of (7) ... arc said to be 

children and teenagers under 25. 

The story is the same in London, Britain, where more than 1,500 people arc (8) ... to sleep out 

every night in the centre of the town, (9) ... they have no homes. There is London Connection, for 

instance, an organisation which deals (10) ... homeless children. It runs classes for the children 

whose parents live (11)... the streets. 

Newswatch, novembcr 1-8, 1991. 



3/3 

 

PART THREE: WRITING 40% 

 

Do only one of the two tasks below (20 to 25 lines). 

Task 1: 

What do you think of security measures at the Ivorian borders? Are they tough enough to prevent 
foreign invasion? Do you think Côte d'Ivoire should harden its immigration laws like the USA? Give 
your reasons. 

Task 2: 

"We welcome legal immigrants but we don't welcome people who come to hurt Americans", 
said President George D. Bush. What do you think of his statement? 
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Pays : Côte d’Ivoire Année : 2017 Épreuve : Anglais 

Examen : BAC, Séries A1, A2 Durée : 3 h Coefficients : 4 - 2 

 

Do all the activities of this examination paper on your answer sheet. 

 

PART ONE:  READING    (30%) 

 

Read the text below and do all the tasks that follow. 
 

Migration 

Human mobility is a fact of life. People have always migrated to adapt to, or 

escape from difficulties and disasters, or spurred by curiosity and dreams of a better 

life. What has brought particular attention to migration in recent years is the scale and 

complexity of the movements, touching almost all countries around the world, 

catalyzed by the speed of information flow and means of transportation. As our 

knowledge of the importance of migration for development has grown, so has the 

international system around migration. Today, we speak about the “global governance 

of migration”, which embraces the broad infrastructure of State and Non-Government 

Organizations (NGOs), policies, laws, practices and partnerships at the national, 

regional and international levels addressing migration issues. This multi-level form of 

governance has made significant strides since the call for more inter-State cooperation 

on migration by the 1994 International conference on Population and Development. 

Attempts to manage international migration unilaterally have not been 

successful and States have turned to international cooperation ranging from bilateral 

labour agreements to regional consultative progresses on migration and global 

dialogue platforms. Unilateral approaches to migration cannot adequately address the 

phenomenon. Migration touches on issues of human rights, development, children, 

family, education, gender, health including reproductive rights and access to 

reproductive health, environment, trade, labour, economics, social protection, security 

and social cohesion, to name just the main ones. Just as countries have sought 

collaborative approaches at the inter-State level, governments are increasingly 

pursuing “whole of government” approaches domestically. In all these endeavours, 

States have been supported by and have partnered with the United Nations system and 

the International Organization for Migration. 

In short, cooperation and partnership are increasingly indispensable in today’s 

interconnected world. The best outcomes are only possible where migrants and their 

families are able to exercise their basic rights moving in safety and dignity. These are 

principal messages we wish to put to the second High-level Dialogue on International 

Migration and Development in 2013. 
 

Dr. BABATUNDE Osotimehin William Lacy Swing, Executive Director General, 

(UNFPA Commission on Population and Development)  

46th Session, 22-26 April 2013. 
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COMPREHENSION  

 

A- Vocabulary  

Find in the text the words or expressions that mean the same as the ones given below.  

Write your answers like in the example. 

Example: 8. varying (Line 14) = ranging. 

 

1. run away from (Line 2) 

2. driven, motivated (Line 2) 

3. extent, number (Line 3) 

4. great number of (Line 4) 

5. includes (Line 8) 

6. dealing with, trying to solve (Line 10) 

7. progress (Line 11) 

8. varying (Line 14) 

9. employment, jobs (Line 19) 

10. efforts (Line 22) 

11. results (Line 26) 

 

B- True / False statements 

Say whether the statements below are true (T) or false (F) according to the text. Justify your 

answers by giving the line(s) of the text. 

Write your answers like in the example. 

Example: 1. T (Lines 1-3). 

 

1. People have always moved to other countries for a better life. 

2. Nowadays, migration has become a worldwide problem. 

3. Migration is boosted by modern means of transport and communication.  

4. “Global governance” of migration deals with migration issues only at national levels. 

5. “Global governance” has made no progress since 1994. 

6. Unilateral approaches to migration have always been very successful. 

7. Education, employment and healthcare are among the challenges created by migration. 

8. The United Nations is doing nothing to help the counties confronted with migration 

problems. 

9. Nowadays, isolated migration policies have a better chance to succeed today. 

10. International cooperation and partnership are indispensable to tackle migration issues. 

11. “The respect of Migrants’ basic rights, safety and dignity” is the author’s principal 

messages to the world. 

 

 

PART TWO: LANGUAGE      (30%) 

 

This is part of an article written by a member of your English club for the English club 

magazine. As a member of the Editing Committee, select the best options in italics to make 

this passage more meaningful. Write your answers like in the example. 

Example: 11. = some. 

 

The phenomenon of migration is as old as human history. It continues to define and 

reshape nations, cultures and the day-to-day life of many people. It (1. will be/would be/was) 

wrong to say that the impact of migration (2. has/is/had) always been negative for local 

populations. Nowadays, it (3. is/was/were) more and more evident that migration consistently 

(4. benefits to/benefits/has benefitted) both countries of origin and destination as well as the 
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migrants themselves. In our globalized world, one must (5. admitted/admit/not admit) that 

migration can be an important factor of sustainable economic and social development if it is 

dealt (6. with/for/on) appropriately. 

(7. While/Since/However), to fully recognize the potential of migration for the 

creation of wealth and social empowerment, we (8. need/needed/need not) to implement 

policies that can promote human dignity and creativity wherever possible. As we all know, 

man is a being that can adapt to any environment. In his search for comfortable life, man 

always (9. use/uses/used) his creative and imaginative power to invent activities or services 

that can help him (10. earn/earning/earns) a living in his new habitat. 

It should be noted that (11. none/some/more) of these young people who keep 

knocking at the borders of the rich countries may have some technical expertise that the old 

world might need for its industries. Thus, migrants can easily supply cheap manpower for the 

host countries and actively participate in the economic development of the cities or countries 

that have accepted to give them a shelter. 

 

 

PART THREE: WRITING     (40%) 

 

Do one of the two tasks below. (25 lines)  

 

Task A 

Below is a quotation from an article on African youth migration to Europe: 

 

“Almost every day, we hear or watch news of groups of young people, men, women and 

even children trying to cross the seas and migrate to European countries…” 

 

Imagine the rest of the article and write it down on your answer sheet. Think of the following: 

  - Where are they from? 

  - How do they get the Libyan and Italian coasts? 

  - How are they treated? 

  - Are their lives safe or in danger? 

 

 

Task B 

If you had to study abroad after your “Baccalauréat”, would you prefer to return home to 

work or stay abroad? Give your reasons. 
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